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INTRODUCING THE ACTIVATION KIT
Welcome! Or, as our arch-mentor Shinzen likes to say, “it is well you have come.”
This kit is for any human on the planet who wants to explore meditation, spiritual and personal growth practices in community.
Our intention is to empower other community practice groups to safely share and explore these practices for themselves, in a
way that we hope is uniquely responsive to local needs and context. You will find in these pages tips for guiding a meditation,
example meditation scripts that can be used as templates, suggestions for how to work with different meditation and community
challenges, plus other practical logistical information, as well as a smattering of badly-timed jokes.
It is also, all of it, a work in progress. Forever. Because when do you get to the end of figuring out how mind and body and
community all work? Particularly since all three are continuously changing, in both predictable and unpredictable ways. We plan
to periodically expand and refine these resources, as we get feedback from other groups about what they want to hear, about
what worked for them and what didn’t, about what accidentally caused a public health crisis, and so on and so forth (that was a
badly-timed joke, no need to laugh).
I am agonizingly aware as I write this note how much is missing, how much more there is to say. But then, part of practicing in
community is figuring these things out for yourself, for yourselves. Below, then, are some general principles that – so far – have
worked for us. Some will be relevant; others less so. Our suggestion is to test what resonates, and ditch the rest.
Welcome to the adventure.

Jeff Warren
Chief Exploring Officer, The Consciousness Explorers Club
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PRACTICING IN A GROUP
Why practice in a group? Many reasons. It’s fine to practice alone of course, but for many of us, a group can help keep us
motivated and accountable. Since everyone else appears to be meditating, it forces you to also, since you’re stuck with these
weirdos anyway.
As you start to get comfortable, you realize there’s something about doing these practices that lets you be more yourself. You
begin to tentatively share about the wonders and weirdness and challenges of being human. You talk. You listen. You drool a
little, and then, mid-meditation, you list alarmingly to one side, like a breached ship. Connections happens. Insights too. You
pool collective wisdom about your experiences. You course correct, and land a little more firmly in your life.
When it comes to joining a group, you have two choices: find an existing community, or create (co-create) your own.
Starting your own has advantages and disadvantages. The disadvantages are you probably won’t have any idea what you are
doing at first, you may not have a rich tradition or teaching lineage to draw on, and - unless you have a lot of experience - you
likely won’t know how to respond to the legitimate questions and challenges that can and will emerge. The advantages are you
won’t have to vet random spiritual groups and teachers to see if they fit your values and your understanding of reality, you can
get started immediately, and, most importantly, you can create – co-create – a group that is uniquely responsive to your
community and your expertise and your situation. That is one reason why the CEC has been so fun for us. It evolved in response
to its local context of arts-minded urban professionals. We hope yours will do the same.
Starting a group is especially rewarding when we encourage others in the community to also take on leadership roles, to share
ownership of the meetings. We recommend finding one or two friends to help with the initial organizing and guiding, and then
opening it up so others in the community feel engaged and personally invested in the group’s arc and development.
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THE WORLD NEEDS MEDITATION AND SPIRITUAL PRACTICE
Before we get into specifics, a bit on the rationale behind these resources. Things are crazy out there, with ever-escalating
stresses and alienation and mental health challenges, all of it exacerbated by our social, political, and environmental challenges.
Intelligent meditation, spiritual and personal growth practices can help. They help create more favourable internal conditions, to
deal with any and all external conditions. In this sense they can be thought of as a sort of inter-personal hygiene: so central to
how we live and relate, that we think they should be part of the social contract.
A life of practice has incalculable benefits. Although it’s hard to generalize given the large range of techniques and approaches,
among other things, via practice people can learn to find more balance, fulfilment, peace, energy, clarity, insight, creativity and
connection. All this improves our ability to work together and be together.
We think everyone should have a rudimentary understanding of the role of practice in life and the dynamics of self-regulation,
just as everyone should have a rudimentary understanding of the value of a healthy diet and physical exercise. One of the
intentions of these resources is to help democratize and expand the sharing of these practices for a world that needs them.
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WHO CAN GUIDE A MEDITATION
“All truly wise thoughts have been thought already thousands of times; but to make them truly ours, we must think them over
again honestly, until they take root in our personal experience.”
— Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

A legitimate concern that emerges here is whether it is responsible to
empower people in this way. Can a non-professional teacher safely guide a
meditation?
We think the answer is “yes.” Non-professionals can do a great many things,
and guiding a simple meditation is one of them. Particularly if they’re honest
about their own limitations and the limitations of the technique, and if they
know a little about what to look out for.
Think about cooking and exercise skills. We often learn the basics of these
practices from our family and friends. That doesn’t mean there isn’t a place for
professional nutritionists or physiotherapists or personal trainers - of course
there is. It just means a foundation in these skills is too important and too
fundamental for us to depend on specialists to get us started.
We believe the same is true of some meditation practices. When it comes to
relatively short and simple techniques, guiding and practicing in an amateurish way is better than not guiding and practicing at
all. For introductory practices, most of what you are doing is common sense: reminding people to relax and come back to the
breath or the body, letting go – if they can – of judgements and obsessive thinking. You are a (mostly) invisible support structure
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for something their own body-minds already know how to do. You could say that all of us “meditate” – in short bursts – all the
time anyway. A sitting practice is simply an opportunity to do this more deliberately, for a longer period.
This isn’t to say there isn’t more to meditation – there certainly is – or that specific meditation-related challenges can’t arise –
they certainly can and do. Specialist technical knowledge is important. As you get deeper within the trajectory of a particular
technique, it is enormously helpful to get feedback from someone with experience in that technique. This can happen via
books, via online forums and resources, via other practitioners in the community, and it can happen if you are fortunate enough
to have access to an experienced teacher. There are many ways for the latter to happen: online meetings, retreats, or perhaps a
local teacher near you can check in with your group from time to time.
We’ll talk more about some of the beginner challenges of practice, and we’ll also try to summarize some of what is starting to be
understood about how to approach these practices in a safe way. But it’s important to keep even these so-called risks in
perspective. We can twist our ankle running – that is a real risk – but it is not a risk that outweighs the clear long-term benefits of
cardio-vascular health. We are perhaps more fearful about working with the mind, because it is more mysterious to us, a vague
and intimate and ungraspable thing that has long been the domain of gurus and psychotherapists and specialists. We think it’s
time to open up this domain to the rest of us.
It’s also important to say that much of the goodness that happens in a community practice has nothing to do with a guide’s
command of meditation material. There is tremendous value in just holding space for people to come together and sit in silence
and share their experience. Our suggestion is to see yourself first as a space-holder, a facilitator of sharing and support.
There’s also an important democratizing point to make about meditation and personal growth expertise in particular, since it is
actually a very strange and unique category of expertise. It is expertise in how to be human. In how to be and do and relate,
usually in a way that leads to less suffering and more fulfillment. In a very obvious and natural way, each of us is already
developing this expertise through a process we call “living.” Insofar as we’ve learned helpful things, we all have something to
potentially share. Not only as top-down ideals, but as something we’ve learned to actually live.
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As we do this, we begin to connect to what feels like a
larger human story. Think of a family tree branching up
and out from a common ancestor. At the top of that
tree are our many diverse perspectives and insights.
We begin here. But the trajectory of a meditation
practice is paradoxical; it moves both forward, to new
appreciations of what is unique in us, and it moves
backwards, into the trunk of what is shared. Over time
– but also in spontaneous flashes that can happen to
anyone at any time – we get clearer and clearer about
what feel like broad and universal and fundamental
principles about how to operate consciousness. There
can be uncanny feelings of rightness and truth (1).
This isn’t a popular thing to say in academic circles,
who worry (I think correctly) that these kinds of claims
can lead to religious fundamentalism. Nevertheless,
this is the experience practitioners and teachers all
report, and, as experiences, they can be very healing
and clarifying. They can be worked with skillfully, just
as universal insights about the human body can be
worked with skillfully.

(1) In Buddhism they call these insights “wisdom,” or prajna. We know them when we hear them; they hit us in the gut. They feel authentic. They feel “real.” It’s why we
listen to teachers, to dharma talks and “satsangs” and sermons in the first place. The world’s wisdom traditions all try to work with this raw material in their own ways.
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Taoists call teachers “authentic persons.” Although teaching is a vocation – one we get better at over time, since we learn more
about experience over time – the heart of being a good meditation teacher is being real in the moment. You could say being
“real” is that tree trunk. It’s that commonplace, and that’s the point. When we’re real together, we learn from each other. The
longer we practice, the more dead obvious this dynamic becomes. This is what we mean when we say “the community is the
teacher” at the CEC.
We all start as explorers. After a while, some explorers become guides. Moving into a more official teaching role may come with
time. Practicing, attending retreats, reading about meditation, taking courses, sharing with other guides, and participating in
teacher training programs can all help deepen your practice and what you have to offer.
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INTENTION AND VALUES
Think about these basic questions:
• Why do you want to do this?
• What do you hope to offer others?
• What kind of space you want to hold, with what kind
of values?
It’s helpful to be clear and explicit about these things
from the get-go; community building is also about
managing people’s expectations.
By way of example, the CEC was born of desire to
gleefully explore the middle ground between the dead
boring clinical mindfulness worlds and the fundamentalist
New Age and religious ones. We thought you could be
rational and still be spiritual, just as you could be
passionately engaged in the external world and still do
internal work.
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From the beginning we wanted to use a rigorous language of direct experience that avoided unexamined jargon and unrealistic
idealization (despite the idealization I just shared in the last section!).
We also wanted to make jokes and be irreverent and not take ourselves too seriously. We didn’t think we knew that much, so we
looked to the collective for insight, and led with the humanistic idea that everyone who came had their own perspective to share
about how to be human. Many of us were writers and arts-based professionals and psychotherapists interested in spirituality, but
uncomfortable with its many assumptions and the conflicting proprietary languages of the different traditions. We were also
uncomfortable with the top-down guru model of wisdom-dissemination.
Our solution was to “stay with the open question;” not selling religious certainties, but not denying them either, looking instead
to the sharing of people’s experiences and insights. All experiences were welcome, including the cool mystical shit that no one
in the secular world seemed capable of acknowledging or discussing. We’ve found these attitudes have made us accessible to
large numbers of folks who might otherwise balk at the optics of meditation and spirituality. If you’re interested, you can take a
longer look at our values here.
We try to make all of the above clear in the CEC messaging and our website, and it’s clear when you attend our sessions and
retreats. Our particular view got more integrated with time, but it definitely began with those basic intentions.
So: what basic things do you want to make clear? Find a group name and style. Think about the kind of people you want to
attract. Make your own list of values and put it up where people can see them. You may resonate with some of our values;
others not so much.
As you get clear about your own values, let them infuse the way you guide your meditations and organize your programming.
Sharing practice is a wonderful creative medium, a unique combination of writing, performance and healing that’s like nothing
else out there. It is very satisfying work, and the feedback from others is often immediate.
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The sweet part about all of this is that it is always in process. The work is an open-ended circuit that moves through the
community and is in turn shaped by that community. So be curious about what unique needs and talents and resources appear
in the group. It’s like you start with your own agenda, but eventually you realize that things get more interesting when they’re
allowed to reflect and express the actual diversity of the people around you. This also happens to be an excellent way to protect
against becoming a deranged fundamentalist cult leader.
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PLACE, PALS, START
Start by starting. Don’t make it a big deal. Find a place. Invite a
few friends. Listen to a guided meditation – or guide your own
– then share your experiences. Period.
Or don’t share your experiences; instead read some inspiring
quote from a book, and then invite people to talk about it.
Listen respectfully. Be honest. Try not to scramble to “fix” each
other with well-meaning advice. Let the practice and the
sharing and the community connection be enough. Know that
in and of itself this is already hugely helpful. Drink some tea (or
beer). Say ‘Hey thanks for coming, see you next time.’
Repeat.
That’s all it needs to be. Both Jeff and the CEC have free
guided meditations on their websites, and there are thousands
of free guided practices online – on various dharma audio sites
– and in various apps. We recommend Insight Timer for many
free guided practices. At the end of this kit, we include three
guided meditation templates that you can use to build your
own, should you want to.
In terms of location / space, it doesn’t have to be perfect. The
CEC started in the living room of Jeff’s downtown apartment;
you can use your living room, or rent a room at the local library
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or church or community center. Maybe you have a pal who owns a cafe or an art gallery that you can use after hours, or you
have access to an empty room in an office somewhere. New space opportunities will come as your network grows.
That’s the bare-bones. The longer you do this – the more often you meet, the more your group grows and gets experience – the
more detailed and specific you may want to get. Or not.
The next part of this guide is for people who want to lead their own practices immediately, and maybe also experiment with
interactive practices. It is inevitably saturated with the CEC-specific values and approach, so take it all with a grain of salt.
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WRITING A MEDITATION
Below are some principles for writing a meditation, as we see them. They have to do with language and structure and ideas. In
the next two sections we talk more about holding space and tone and actually guiding the practice live.
Our recommendation is you keep your meditations short and simple at the start, and then – if motivated – work your way up to
longer sits and a potentially more detailed format (2).
Here are some basic tips:
• Consider a Template. We offer some at the end of this doc. If you like, use them an exo-skeletons, and then change what you
want. Although we definitely encourage you to find your own voice and language, having this kind of support can be a big
help at the beginning. When I – Jeff – started guiding, I depended a huge amount on my teacher Shinzen’s way of wording
things. Is still do; it is one of the ways I honour him, part of how his wisdom and legacy live on through me.
• How Much to Write? For a 30-minute meditation, one page is a good benchmark. This also means you don’t have to worry
about the sound of turning pages when you guide. Less is more – see below.
• Beginning, Middle and End. A guided meditation is a bit like a story. The introduction sets up the main protagonist – the
object of focus – and / or the general attitude of the mind if the technique is more open-ended. The middle is usually simple
prompts that remind people of the plot. As you get more experience, you can use the middle portion to build your
instructions and/ or lead people into more deliberate explorations. The end is often a short and friendly finale – a return to the
grounded body, a loving kindness practice, some orientation that makes the practice feel complete.

(2) Or keep it short and simple forever – that’s fine too! There’s no one right way. There are traditions that say very little and keep the practice simple, and traditions that
say a lot and deliberately explore lots of different dimensions and techniques in order to confuse the hell out of everyone. That’s what Jeff does. Other CEC teachers are
more sensible.
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• Timing. Although this will vary widely from guide to guide and is a matter of personal taste (in both guides and listeners), a
rough estimate you can use for speaking times is 2 - 3 minutes of orientation and instruction off the top, then a period of
silence. Every 5 minutes you may want to drop in a gentle one or two line prompt or reminder to keep folks on track. Prompts
act as both reminders about what to pay attention to, and – even more importantly – how to pay attention, the right attitude
of the mind (ie. with an open or narrow focus, or with an attitude of equanimity and good-naturedness, etc).
As you get more experience, your prompts will get more helpful, with better – sometimes uncanny – timing. You’ll know this is
happening because people will tell you. You will also learn to build on your objects of focus, creating a whole exploratory
framework, if that’s what people are into.
• Clear Focus; One Idea at a Time. In general, keep the technique simple and work with one idea at a time. It’s nice to give
people a sense ahead of time what you’re going to focus on – breath, body, sounds, open focus, loving kindness, mantra,
visualization, etc – and then stick to what you say.
• Language and Tone. Your primary role as a guide is to be an invisible support structure for the other person’s meditation. To
remind them of what they are supposed to be doing, to normalize challenges, to provide a certain amount of subtle
encouragement. They should feel welcome to tune you in or out, as needed.
For all these reasons, we recommend keeping the language simple, direct, and matter-of-fact, with as little affect as possible.
Many guides choose to deliver the straight goods in an almost journalistic tone. In general, avoid sounding weighty or
sentimental, as these can distract from the exploration.
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• Insert Space, and Monitor Your Teacherly Ego. Make sure to leave space for exploration and atmosphere steeping. It’s easy to
get carried away when writing a script or guiding a meditation. A desire can creep in to share everything you know, to come at a
concept from multiple angles to really show people what you imagine you understand. Welcome to your ego! Avoid playing the
all-knowing teacher by carefully curating your words and ideas. Remember: most people come to meditation for the gift of
sitting together in blessed silence.
• Offer Options, Set Up Contingencies. Your main job as a guide is to provide a maximally accessible framework to the people in
the room. And different people have different natural competencies and challenges. So one way to work with this is to offer
options and set up contingencies: if this happens, then do this. “If you get lost in thought, then notice and come back to
breath.” “If you don’t like breath, you can explore sounds.” “If you are uncomfortable, then focus away, or go in, or gently move.
If sleepy, then...” etc. In the next section we offer some other contingencies for dealing with common challenges.
• A Special Note About the Breath: It’s worth elaborating slightly on this particular contingency: if you’re instruction is to focus on
the breath, make sure to give people at least one alternative option. About 1/3 of people seem to get stressed working with the
breath – it psyches them out. So you might say “If for whatever reason you don’t like working with the breath, choose another
body sensation - like the belly, or the hands. You can also focus on sounds if you like. Choose one thing and then try to stay with
it in a light way ...” etc.
• It’s All About Direct Experience! Try to focus on one sensation – or a contrast of sensation / lack of sensation – at a time. As a
general principle at first, try to stay with easily-identifiable sensations. Note: a sensation can be any noticeable part of an inner or
outer activation: a spontaneous or deliberate image, a bit of inner talk, an emotional body sensation, a knowing, an external
sound, a smell, a peripheral or focal sight, a physical sensation. We can also pay attention to a lack of these things – silence,
space, stillness, blankness etc – and, even more vaguely, we can pay attention to particular stances or approaches or qualities in
the mind – ie, openness, absorption, awareness, fullness, and more. It’s stunning what a patient human being can become aware
of when they (er, literally) put their mind to it.
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Try to stay close to the experience as it unfolds - not on where it might lead for people, or what it means, but the simple
experience itself. And like we said, always provide an opening in case that sensation isn’t there for someone. Don’t assume
everyone will be able to find a given sensation. See below for more on this.
Here are some more advanced tips, more specific to how we guide practices at the CEC, where we have a focus on direct
experience. Feel free to skip these and move on to “Step Four” if they start to give you information-overload.
• Binary Contrasts. These are important for mindfulness-style techniques, where the intention is to be aware of what’s
happening within a given focus area. Either a sensation is there, or it isn’t. Both possibilities are fine and of course possible.
Presenting it in this way ensures the meditator never feels that they are doing the technique wrong or missing out on
something – which can lead to rumination and distraction and all kinds of cascading neurotic inner activations.
So, if our example is the breath, you can say “focus on some part of the breath (give example locations), or if you can’t find
any noticeable breath sensation, either focus on the space where the breath might be, or choose another sensation.”
Another example: if we are focusing on and labeling inner talk (this is a bit more advanced), then, once you orient them to
possible locations, you can say something like “Either there is inner talk present – in which case the label is “Talk,” and focus
on that. Or there is not – in which case the label is “Quiet,” and you can try to notice the experience of relative silence. If
you’re not sure what’s happening – or if the talk is too subtle to make out – consider that an example of “Quiet.” The point of
this exploration is to be a little clearer about what’s happening in this part of our experience.”
Another example, if you’re pointing out something subtle or new (say, the space behind the heart, or the space around the
body, or the sudden disappearances of a sensation, of a feeling of subtle energy, or some blissful absorption, or an orientation
of openness, or a complex visualization etc), you might say something like “it's possible you may find...” and then, “if that’s
not there for you, that’s fine, stick to the sensation of x.”
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• Spiritual Jargon. Consider translating spiritual jargon into the
language of direct experience. This is important for accessibility.
Jargon creates confusion and reactivity in a lot of people,
especially non-spiritual types. It can feel like you’re having an
entire view of reality foisted on you, which as an experience can be
gross and even violating (3). It’s a kind of existential consent issue,
one both spiritual and secular people need to be more aware of.
As an example, instead of saying “find your heart chakra,” you
could say “see if there is any feeling of energy or life or space in
your chest.” This makes it more accessible. By being intentional
about how you frame things, you allow even the most committed
secular community members to explore a wide range of techniques
and modalities and traditions, and potentially derive great benefits
from them.
Along the same lines, in general you may not want to make
grandiose statements about reality; rather, point out qualities of
sensory experience. When speaking of larger principles outside of
the guided meditation, try where possible to preface it with “Some
traditions talk about,” or “Some people find that,” or best yet, “I
personally have found .... x. See if this is true for you.”
(3) Respectfully, yoga teachers are among the worst offenders here: they often confuse prescriptions - something to try and find and do – with descriptions – some
objectively true piece of reality. Arguably, spiritual phenomena don’t exist in the world “out there” the way we imagine concrete material objects do; they are more about
internal experiences. Of course this is a wildly controversial thing to say and is itself a reflection of one point of view (you can also argue, as many mystics and
consciousness-purists do, that everything is an internal experience). My point isn’t to get into a philosophical debate; it’s to help guides find optimal ways to connect as
many people as possible to new dimensions of their experience.
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Ultimately, each meditator explores the practice for themselves and can come to their own conclusions about both their
experience and their understanding of reality. We’ve found that many folks appreciate this kind of ecumenical metaperspective. But then, we are nerds.
• Don’t Assume Your Process is Universal. This is one of the biggest pitfalls guides can fall into. It is also practically inevitable
– no one can escape the gravity-well distortion of their own perspective, not even the most “Realized” teachers.
Yes, there are things we all share. But there is also a lot of variation. One of the learning curves in guiding is working out how
not to project what you think should be happening onto everyone else. Let the practitioner find out for themselves. You can
say something like: “This might be happening, or not, if it is there, then explore it. If not, then do x.”
Later we talk about the value of speaking directly from your actual in-the-moment experience. Both are legitimate strategies; it
all depends on the audience and the context. Remember skillful guiding isn’t about holding to some strict rule. It’s about what
works.
This is especially important when you are talking about feelings of “love” or “bliss” or “joy” or the rest of the spiritual
Pollyanna special effects. Amateur teachers say “Connect to a feeling of joy in your heart.” Some people can do this on
demand. Most cannot, and feeling like they can’t do this makes them feel even worse. Now your joy meditation has turned for
someone into a misery meditation.
How to work with this? Well, you can choose to work only with chirpy optimistic people. That’s one rather limited option. Or
you can point out that loving kindness practices are not about summoning a particular feeling, they are about holding an
intention. Our intentions have different outcomes that we can be curious about.
So we may have the intention to wish someone well, or connect to gratitude, or whatever. You can set that up, and then
remind people that (here’s a bit of script) “Whatever happens is OK. Be curious about what emerges here when you try to
implement this intention – maybe you feel warm, or maybe the opposite is happening, maybe you feel annoyed or sad.
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All of these are fine. They are all natural responses. And if this whole loving kindness meditation backfires and you find
yourself filled with vengeful wrath, see if you can find something darkly humorous about the situation. Humour is another way
in...” etc.
Think about how to include everyone’s experience in your guidance. This is the skill of guiding a practice. In general, you’re
setting people up to notice and explore, not asking them to have a particular experience.
• Think About the Core Skills. Basically meditation is training how you want to exist. That is, it is training the mind-body skills
that underlie how we experience life from moment to moment. It is that fundamental. Skills like: concentration, clarity,
equanimity, (C, C, and E) friendliness, enjoyment, curiosity, awareness etc. Each of these is a kind of muscle group that
increase in strength over time – their baseline levels go up, sometimes permanently (as when there has been a big insight
shift), but more often on a ‘use it or lose it’ basis.
Our mentor Shinzen believes – and we loosely agree – that the first three, “C, C and E” are especially important. In brief,
concentration is the ability to place your focus on a chosen object for a given amount of time. Clarity is the ability to be very
precise about what exactly is happening in your experience. Equanimity is the attitude friendly ok-ness with whatever is, as it
is. Many practices work with all three of these skills at once, but have a stronger emphasis on one or two than the others. It
can be helpful to remind people about which skill your guidance is working with.
• Instruct, Don’t Conjure. You cannot say “be concentrated,” as though the person can just conjure up a perfectly
concentrated state. They have to work up to it – concentration, like all the skills we train and explore, is on a continuum. If you
want to help people build concentration, you have to give them a workout routine, an intentional instruction or series of steps
that are accessible right now and can be repeated.
So instead of saying “Be concentrated” say “Lightly hold your attention on the sensation of the breath at the belly, and when
you notice your mind has wandered, good naturedly come back to sensation all over again.” That builds concentration.
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Instead of saying “Be clear,” say “See if you can notice the subtlest part of the sensation” “or “See if you can notice the edge
of the sensation / its center / how it changes ...” That builds clarity.
Instead of saying “Be open,” say “Soften your face and belly, and as you relax imagine the sounds of the room are just
passing right through you without resistance,” or “If you notice any judgements, see if you can let them go, let them play out
in the background.” That builds equanimity.
Instead of saying, “Be kind / loving / joyful etc”, say “Bring to mind the image or the idea of someone you like, and imagine
they’re smiling and psyched. Maybe try smiling yourself. Notice what this feels like – does it feel neutral, or good, or not so
good? Can you be Ok whatever happens? All we’re doing here is connecting to the intention to find an easy- going
friendliness in our attitude ...” That builds friendliness. And it’s inclusive.
The point is, you need to give people an instruction they can actually do. So think about your language, about how what you
say encourages concentration, clarity, equanimity, kindness, enjoyment, and have your instructions reflect that.
• Passive vs Active Voice. Be mindful of your use of passive vs active voice, as they can have different noticeable effects. The
passive voice often comes across as less precise and a bit "group think-y" – that is, you are a little bit telling people what they
are experiencing, instead of guiding them to notice for themselves. E.g “Breathing in and breathing out,” “Feeling the energy
around your heart,” “Noticing the breath at the tip of your nose” ... all of these are passive constructions. There can be
something very reassuring and comforting about this language. It’s a legit strategy that works for some practitioners, although
some people find it annoying. We’ve found it works very well with more “nondual” style instructions, where the whole point is
to melt into a flabby blob of oneness anyway.
By contrast, active language is more bracing and directive: “Breathe in, breathe out.” “Feel any sensations of energy that may
be there.” “Notice the breath.” Hopefully you get the gist. Feel free to explore both styles, and ask the people you are
guiding for feedback.
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WELCOMING PEOPLE, CONTEXT, HOLDING SPACE
Ok now let’s move into the space itself. There you are in your living room, and two good friends have showed up, and three
acquaintances, and one awkward stranger trying not to be noticed in the corner. They seem to be waiting for something. Time
to activate!
• The Who. Raise your hand in greeting and, in a wooden voice, say “I am your leader.” No, don’t do that. But obviously
introduce yourself and welcome people to the space. As your posse gets more established and comfortable with each other,
you may want to get right to the meditation. If you’re just starting out, consider getting to know the room a bit. Call it
“Empathy data collection.”
People like to be heard. Ask people their names, what brought them, their experience with meditation. Depending on the
number of people, you can go around the room and share a minute or so each (making sure to give introverts the option to
pass). This starts to create a sense of connection and safety. The stuff you learn here can give you an opportunity to highlight
how the practice can be helpful, and it can give you insights about what to emphasize in your guidance.
• The What. You might also want to introduce the name of the technique, the tradition it comes from, and any special language
you’ll be using. Before beginning the actual guidance, you may also want to quickly mention the main focus of the technique,
that is, the “object” in experience (ie, sensation of breath at nose, sounds in room, visualization, mantra) or the “direction” of
attention (ie chest area, point in belly, sense of space) you’ll be inviting people to orient to. This includes no object and no
direction, should that be your chosen technique! You may not want to do this every time, but it can prevent people from
feeling lost, and is helpful for folks if you’re exploring something new or different.
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• The Why. Either before (or afterwards) you may also want to briefly say something about why this technique is important and
helpful, or at least why it’s been important and helpful for you (4). As the guide and official space-holder – and thus a person
of local influence – a couple lines of personal anecdote are gold here. They set the tone. This is particularly true when it
comes to our challenges. A few diplomatically candid lines about your own arc and too-human struggles can make the whole
enterprise more relatable. People relax. We create trust and connection when we’re vulnerable and honest about our
experience. People feel like it’s a space they can be real in; they don’t have to be perfect, they can let their guard down and
be themselves. This is an important part of building and maintaining a safe container.
The Why also helps with motivation. Half the people who start a practice are like ‘Wait! – why am I doing this ridiculous thing
again?’ They want to bolt, or daydream, or fall asleep. And then they do bolt, or daydream, or fall asleep. So one of a guide’s
primary jobs is encouragement: reminding people of The Why, again and again. It never gets old, because every moment is a
new opportunity to ... forget what you thought you knew a moment before.
Welcome to the squirrel consciousness of humanity. Now you really are ready to guide a meditation!

(4) This isn’t to say that meditation always needs to be about what is “helpful.” The flip-side of this is the legitimate perspective that meditation is about not trying to get
anywhere or “do” anything, and that when we look for a “reason,” the whole practice becomes yet another neurotic and instrumental injunction. Self-improvement can
get very tyrannical and exhausting. Can’t we just meditate for its own sake? Yes we can. And when we do, we find .... that it’s often very healing. Which, if you’re looking
for a reason, is a pretty good one! Suffice to say, there’s a rich and often hilarious paradoxical tension to explore here that gets to the heart of practice and acceptance.
Acceptance is one of those universal principles, by the way.
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GUIDING A MEDITATION
Have a bell or a chime on hand, and tell folks you’ll ring it once to start, and once to finish. You probably want a timer or a clock
in front of you; one of your main jobs is keeping track of time so others don’t have to. Remind people to turn off their
cellphones.
Invite them to make themselves comfortable – on the cushion, in a chair, even lying down if it makes sense. For people new to
meditation, a short posture clinic is a great idea. Recommend that people try to breathe normally and not make too many
distracting movements and sounds. But of course this is an ideal, and you want make it OK for people to move their foot or
whatever if things gets too uncomfortable. We discuss how to work with discomfort in the challenges section.
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• Posture. Four things matter here: that a person is still, comfortable, relaxed, and alert. You want to be still because fidgety
movement is distracting. You want to be comfortable because pain is distracting. You want to be relaxed because physical
tension leads mental tension. And you want to be alert because many forms of meditation are all about being aware of what’s
happening.
There are many resources online that give good posture tips. The main thing to say here is they don’t have to strain to make
themselves look like a yogi; rather, they should figure out in what position they feel most stable, relaxed and awake.
• Should You Print out a Script? Not a bad idea, especially when you’re starting out. It keeps you from getting lost. Just be
careful about sounding too much like you’re robotically reading, as this can be distracting for your listeners. As we get more
experience, we get better at sounding more natural and conversational, better at spontaneously guiding and working with
what’s happening in the room, in the moment.
At the CEC, we usually have at least a sketch outline of what we plan to say, and many of our guides write everything out. It is
also useful to try a script out on a friend or fellow guide first, so they can give you feedback. Many first drafts have way too
much blabbing.
• Check Yourself. Use your mindfulness skills to check in with what kind of vibes you have going on inside, as you sit in front of
the room. This is important. If you come in all agitated and talk super-fast, you’ll subtly spread that agitation around the
room and make it harder for the sensitive types to relax. Psychologists call this phenomenon “social contagion.” I – Jeff –
speak from experience here. In my early days I’d routinely get people so worked up that I’d stress them out all over again.
So check in with yourself before people arrive, and do what you need to get grounded and settled. Maybe you take a few
long exhales from the belly, maybe visualize yourself as a chilled-out Buddha, or “The Dude” from The Big Lebowski, or
Oprah Winfrey in her sprawling woodland garden. I often ask a fellow guide to let me know if I’m being too hyperactive or
excitable. We can all use an outside perspective.
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• Find the Caring and the Humility. In the same spirit, think about how your presence can be maximally comforting to people.
Deliberately taking a moment to get humble, to realize this isn’t about you, to take a caring interest in the people around you
– all this helps get you in a good guiding space. It also seems to pave the way for emotional openings in others. Somehow
these qualities often transmit; they make people feel safe and connected. You realize what a huge privilege it is to do this at
all, to share space with real people facing their shit.
• Play to the room. The amount of verbal guidance depends on who’s in the room. Newbies need more guidance; advanced
folks often get annoyed by it. Which is funny, because most meditation practices are supposed to teach people to be less
reactive. In general, you want to lead for the least experienced, and notify more experienced people that this is a wonderful
opportunity to practice equanimity with their irritation and their fruitless and beautiful human desire for things to be other
than they are.
• Speak Naturally, Directly and Slowly. Although of course this is also a matter of taste, we recommend speaking like a normal
person, and not all sing-songy and soporific. While a calm voice is important – as above, calm is contagious – too much
affectation can be distracting and draw unnecessary attention to yourself.
• Too Much Sentimentality or “Wisdom” Can Be Distracting. For all meditations, excessive lyricism or abstraction or
“wisdom” can often distract people and cause them to go into their heads, thinking about you or your ideas instead of doing
the practice. Loving-Kindness style practices in particular work well when they’re guided in a way that’s simple and direct.
Stick to the concrete. Be careful about crafting complex heady visualizations. Also be mindful about referring to yourself - for
example, saying “Now, I want you to move your attention to ...” When you say “I” you make the meditator think about you
instead of their intention and object.
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• Practice as You Go. As you guide (you should also do this as you write your script), go inside and feel into the experience of
what you are pointing to in your words. Think about how YOU personally connect to the instructions. What do you “do” inside
yourself to get calm, or equanimous, or concentrated, or friendly, or curious ? Be creative. Use your own voice: this is one of
joys of teaching.
One strategy for guiding well is to occasionally ground your prompts in your own experience of the moment, so that
sometimes you are – at least in part – describing your own unfolding process. This creates an immediacy and authenticity that
is palpable. It draws people into the experience, and is the basis of what Buddhist call “transmission,” (or if you want a less
mystical term, you can think of this as another example of social contagion).
Again and again – as practitioner and guide – we come back to the same fascinating and contradictory tension. On the one
hand, we want our guidance to be general enough that everyone, no matter their experience, can find their way in. On the
other hand, we learn that when we drop a skillful specificity here and there into our guidance, it can be exactly what someone
in the room needs to hear.
• Acknowledge Distractions in the Space. Assume some people will get distracted, and include gentle reminders to come
back. If there is a huge distracting fan noise in the space, or continuous chatting voices floating in from another room, mention
it, and give people a reminder of how to work with it. This relaxes people. The meditation teacher Culadasa talks about
offering an “inventory of distractions” off the top, to set the meditator up to welcome them all. You can do this mid- sit too.
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COMMON CHALLENGES AND CONTINGENCIES
Here are some common challenges that beginner (and more experienced) meditators
face, and some strategies for addressing them:
• Pain and Numbness. After sitting for a while, especially if you’re new to the
practice, legs fall asleep, knees start to ache, backs throb ... all of which can get
extremely distracting. Before the sit begins, you can offer posture tips and options chairs to sit in, walls to lean against, extra cushions to make sure that hips are
above the knees and ankle/knees are well supported. But even then, some people
will experience pain or discomfort.
Basic strategies for dealing with pain in meditation come in two forms: turn towards
the pain (use it as an object to focus on, notice its shape, contour, edges, notice
anything about it that shifts changes), or turn away from the pain (focus your
attention on something different, let the pain be in the background while you practice focusing your attention elsewhere). Oh
yeah – a third option is just to move your damn foot. That’s fine too.
You might want to suggest to people to decide before the sit whether their intention will be to sit with pain (to practice being
as still as possible), or if it will be to focus elsewhere, or if it will be to allow mindful posture adjustments as needed.
• Noise and Distractions. It’s nearly impossible to find a meditation space that’s completely silent. No matter where you are,
there’s often a combination of ambient and background noise: street sounds, fans turning on and off, people moving and
speaking, birds, creaks, smells, sirens, earthquakes, etc.
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As you guide, it’s not a bad idea to acknowledge obvious distractions as they emerge. Then you can remind people to gently
return their attention to whatever your focusing on. Or, if it fits with your technique, the “distractions” can be incorporated
into the meditation. You can encourage people to use mindfulness to notice each distraction as it arises, and to practice not
being all uptight about it. By allowing all distractions to exist, they just become another part of the human experience.
• Intrusive Guidance. Your meditators are all in the zone, and you keep chiming in with more annoying instruction. You can
encourage the sitters to ignore you and keep practicing. Or you can suggest they work directly with their reactivity, an
equanimity-building practice of allowing their irritation to rise and fall and eventually move right through them.
*Remember it’s difficult for your listeners to simultaneously hear and apply the technique you’re guiding, so leave lots of time
and silent space between instructions.
• Sleepiness. Sit down in a dark and quiet room and suddenly: “zzzzzzz.” Encourage dozy meditators to straighten their spines
and take a few deep breaths for more oxygen. Also, they can try opening their eyes, or try meditating while standing up, or
really raise the stakes by standing on a wobbly chair. A certain amount of sleepiness is to be expected. In some contexts, a
gentle nap is what people really need. Although if they start snoring, then you may want to deliver one of those intense Zen
military shouts, generously providing them with one more bit of trauma to work through.
• Boredom. Like sleepiness, boredom is related to sloth, variations of mind-body lethargy where you have no energy and feel
dull, heavy, and uninterested in things. Or maybe spaced-out and numb. One way to combat this is to get energized: to first
notice what’s happening, and then to try to summon up some curiosity about it. Curiosity is energizing. Where is “boring” in
this sound, this sensation, this situation? Encourage people to get curious and see if they can find where the boring inside
them lives. In their faces? Arms? Curiosity itself can dispel boredom; it’s liberating to no longer be yanked around by what can
be a chronic sense of dissatisfaction.
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• “Not Doing it Right.” People often come to meditation with preconceived ideas about the outcome of practice: that it will
empty their minds, or calm their bodies, or recapture some previous meditation experience. This can lead to disappointment
or frustration when none of these things happen. We feel like we’re not doing it right.
The invitation to notice and gently let go of our expectations can be incredibly helpful. It is part of being aware of what's
happening in our present-moment experience. You can reassure people that difficult meditations are normal and part of the
process (also see next section). Experiences differ from sit to sit. Generally, you can’t judge the long-term effects of a
meditation practice from what’s happening in the moment. Life is the real litmus test – baseline levels of concentration, clarity,
equanimity, and friendliness are something that increase gradually with time.
A useful metaphor is going to the gym. Some days you’re in the zone and can work out easily. Other times it’s a struggle and
you’re exhausted and out of breath. Either way, you’re building strength and cardiovascular health. Same with meditation.
Sometimes you’re calm and focused. Other times you’re distracted and restless. Either way, the simple act of bringing your
attention back to what you’re focusing on, over and over, builds focus and clarity and all the other core skills.
This is a hugely important thing to say: no matter how crap the meditation experience, you are always building the skills. It
really helps people to hear this. It gives them confidence to keep practicing when the going gets tough. The "evidence" that
a technique is working is not what happens in the meditation itself - it is how you are in your life. That is where the skills flow
out: more focused, more good-natured and equanimous, more sane.
• Confusion. Related to ‘Not doing it right’, this has a slightly different flavour. If the meditator isn’t understanding the guidance
- or the guidance is pointing to something that isn’t available in the meditator’s experience at that time - it can lead to
confusion. Firstly, it can be helpful to remind people that confusion happens; it is not ‘bad’ or ‘wrong’. And depending on the
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technique being practiced, whatever is noticed around the experience of confusion (mental talk, emotional body sensations,
etc) can be fuel for our practice. Another approach may be to invite the meditator to revert back to the previous stage of the
technique (ie: before the instructions that caused the confusion were introduced). It’s also possible that ‘confusion’ comes from
unacknowledged expectations, as per above.
• “Not Making Progress.” Often participants won't notice any distinct difference in their experience during and after practice.
"Why am I not enlightened already?" This is very common and gets to the tricky nature of change: occasionally it’s dramatic
and sudden, more often it’s subtle and gradual and happens so slowly that there is never a clear before and after contrast. It’s
like slowly boiling the proverbial frog.
That’s a generic answer to this challenge. But it can also be that the practitioner isn’t doing the technique right. There are so
many ways this can happen, so many cul-de-sacs, and one very good reason why it’s important to have at least occasional
contact with an experienced teacher.
Ultimately, it’s up to a practitioner to decide on their own intention for practice. Is it more calmness, more patience, less
reactivity? More energy and focus? More cosmic wUnderstruck-flagen? (to use a German word I just made up) If, after a few
diligent weeks and months of application, a practice isn’t allowing them to grow in the ways they hope to grow, then that’s a
very good time to consult with a pro teacher, who may suggest a shift in technique or outlook or both.
The fear of not making progress, by the way, is why many teachers and traditions deliberately don’t promise anything from a
practice. They know how deranged and neurotic we get when we start being instrumental about everything, trying yet again
to control reality and manage outcomes to perfect suit our self-improvement agenda. Learning to enjoy meditation for its own
sake – not obsessing about results – is a key element to a successful and fulfilling long-term practice.
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MEDITATION, HEALING, AND EMOTIONS
A certain amount of physical and emotional discomfort is a normal part of meditation. This is on a continuum with more serious
adverse reactions that can happen to practitioners with a history of trauma or some other more entrenched mental health
challenges.
A bit of context.
When we get still and open ourselves to experience, whatever is unresolved in us can often come to the surface: our chronic
exhaustion, our sadness, our frustration, our anxiety. This is both normal and common.
Meditators work skillfully with this material in two primary ways: turn towards, and turn away. A third way is to stop meditating
altogether.
The first option involves gently going into the experience and opening to the challenging sensations with deliberate selfcompassion and sensitivity. The principle here is pace yourself. You open a little, then back off to a more neutral or grounding
sensation, then swing attention back, opening a little more. Back and forth. The emotions and sensations may increase in
intensity - thus calling for more patience and careful pacing - or they can begin to decrease in intensity, even breaking up
altogether.
This latter is a big part of the healing that can happen in meditation. Call it “purification,” call it “catharsis,” call it “extinction
learning” – different terms from different mental health paradigms (spiritual, psychotherapeutic and neuroscientific, respectively)
that seem to point to a common learning dynamic – or rather, a common unlearning dynamic.
Stuck emotional circuits begin to flow and integrate, discharging their energy, often leading to meaningful experiences of
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insight and release. It can feel like a large weight has been lifted from
our shoulders. This can happen with any kind of sensation or intensity the more we open, the more these patterns can potentially break up and
empty out. Over time, some practitioners describe shifting their
identification from the comparatively narrow patterns of feeling and
reacting that happen in the foreground of their experience, to the much
wider and more spacious awareness into which these patterns appear
and dissolve. Although it sounds strange, it is absolutely a place that the
Path of Mindfulness – The Path of Insight - can lead.
Since it is also possible that our emotional responses can spike and not
decrease – at least, not immediately – this first strategy needs to be
accompanied with the understanding that the meditator is in charge, and
they can and should back off if things get too uncomfortable. All of the
above is obviously best supported by a knowledgeable teacher.
Option two involves turning attention away immediately, to a more neutral or grounding sensation, and staying there. The
meditator does their best to sink into this other direction; the idea is to leave the challenging emotional and physical sensations
in the background to slowly cool out on their own. That happens all the time and is a perfectly legitimate way to practice.
Option three is stop meditating.
All of these experiences are on a continuum with more serious adverse reactions that can happen to a practitioner with a history
of trauma or some other more entrenched mental health challenge. Hyperventilation, emotional volatility, disorganized speech,
reports of flashbacks –all these are symptoms of more serious dysregulation. While it’s unlikely any of these latter will happen as
a result of a short guided practice, they could happen in theory.
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Enter “Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness.” These are best practices emerging from the world of trauma research and mental
health, concerned with safely offering meditation to people with a trauma history. You are not qualified to guide people with
these challenges. But then, you may not know if someone you are guiding has a trauma history! They may not know it
themselves.
Because these challenges can and do emerge, instead of not talking about it at all, we think it's better to acknowledge the fact,
and work to minimize potentially harmful effects by equipping people with the best support tools.
Below is a summary of strategies for working with anything on this continuum - from more “routine” emotional discomfort,
through to more intense challenges. They are offered with the understanding that in serious cases you should stop the guidance
and – if appropriate – encourage the person to seek professional support.

Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness Principles
• Always Use Invitation Language. Make sure the people you guide know that they are in control of what’s happening - that
they can choose to go along with the guidance or not.
• Put on the Breaks. If someone seems to be having a hard time, here are some ways they can slow things down: take a few
deep breaths (unless the breath is triggering – see below), find something calming and/or grounding to connect to, open
their eyes, engage in soothing self-touch, go for a walk in nature, stop meditating, or visually connect and interact with you,
their guide.
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• Another Special Note on the Breath: The breath can be your best tool in these situations, or it can be a problem. When
someone is worked up, it can be a helpful tool to have them focus on long exhales, imagining the energy draining into the
ground. The exhale can decrease the energy in the system. Or, if they’re feeling exhausted or demoralized, the inhale can be
energizing. On the other hand, some people find a focus on the breath makes them anxious and can actually destabilize them
further. The only way to know here is to engage by asking them if the breath is something that relaxes them. If they are not
sure, you can lead a short guidance around it and get their feedback.
• Shift Attention to Somewhere More Stable. If they are getting triggered by their object of focus, you can help them identify
a more neutral or comforting “home-base” sensation that feels safer and more stabilizing for them. This may be a blank area
of the body, the feet on the ground, external sound, the touch of comfortable blanket, a view of some external scene, and so
on.
• Orient Away from Internal World to the External Environment. As per above, if internal memories and images and
thoughts are sending them into cascading overwhelm, you can encourage them to orient to the sights, sounds, textures and
smells of the present moment, away from thoughts of past and future.
• Switch to More Embodied Practices and Movement. Physical practices can be easier to bear when there is a lot of
agitation, energy and discomfort.
These are just a start. There is much more to say about how meditation teachers work with more common emotional discomfort,
and there is even more to say about how professional mental health experts deal with serious trauma. If you are planning to use
meditation or mindfulness in a therapeutic setting with clients, then we highly recommend: Trauma-Sensitive Mindfulness by
David Treleaven (WW Norton & Company, 2018).
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SPIRITUAL SPECIAL EFFECTS
There is one more significant set of effects, experiences and transformations that can happen in meditation, and they have to do
with the spiritual dimensions of the practice. Call them spiritual special effects. This isn’t the place to go into a lot of detail; for
those interested, I (Jeff) have described some of them here and here and here.
But to give a quick summary …although these effects can be organized in many different ways, for simplicity’s sake we can
divide them into absolute and relative categories. Absolute experiences have to do with self and no-self, with awareness and
ground, with wholeness and oneness and connectivity and God. These include various kinds of emptiness experiences, where
practitioners may notice themselves (or parts of themselves) disappear, or perhaps they feel emptiness bubbling up from inside
and all around, permeating sensations and perceptions. The interesting thing about this class of phenomena is they are not all
temporary; some can and do become permanent new baselines from which an advanced practitioner may live and operate. This
“direction” is exactly where many contemplatives want to go, and – along with diminished suffering and effortless service – is
considered one of the primary goals of the spiritual path. All of which is fascinating from a consciousness perspective – to say
nothing of the mental health implications.
Relative experiences are, if anything, even stranger. They are related to absolute experiences in that their subject matter often
overlaps with the above themes. But they come costumed in the dreamy and diverse forms of the mind. So: experiences of
energy, of spirits and sensed presences, of involuntary physical movements and sensations, of perceptual, cognitive and somatic
distortions, of intuition and creativity, of healing and channeling … basically, the full New Age cornucopia, in glorious
technicolour. All of it corresponds to real human experience, and is where a good many sane and well-meaning practitioners
and healer-types live.
If you’re holding space for meditation, then you need to know this stuff happens, and that spiritual and meditation practices
attract people who are sensitive in exactly these ways. The situation is complicated because these experiences obviously
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overlap with mental health issues. A mental
health expert may pathologize an experience
that is actually quite healthy and desired from a
contemplative perspective. Conversely, a
spiritual type can reify an experience that is
actually quite unhealthy and problematic from
a mental health perspective.
What to do? Mostly nothing. It’s none of your
business what people believe, and it’s unlikely
you’re qualified to judge what’s healthy and
unhealthy in someone’s experience. Your
business is about creating and maintaining a
safe forum where everyone feels welcomed and
accepted, regardless of what weird-ass version
of reality they’re living inside. If someone is
having progressive experiences and effects
associated with a particular technique and path,
then it is strongly advised that they consult with someone experienced in that technique and path. If someone’s experience gets
destabilizing in ways described in the previous section, then you can consult the best practices described there.
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SHARING AND INTERACTIVE PRACTICES
Post-Sit Sharing – After a sit, it’s nice to open it up for a short period of sharing and discussion. This is primarily an opportunity
for people to share insights and reports and ask questions, but can also be a chance to draw links between reports and the
intention of the technique. Sharing should always be optional; for some people the last thing they feel like doing after
meditation is to talk or get intellectual. To help people relax, you might begin with a self-deprecating comment about your own
experience, or ask a question of the group (‘Show of hands: how many people found that easy/hard/boring/restful?”).
Post-sit debriefs are great opportunities to build community connection and for participants to be seen and heard, to feel less
alone in their experiences. In terms of how to respond to people’s sharing, sometimes it makes sense to comment with an
observation, sometimes not.
An important piece here is if you do share, try to speak from actual experience. Try to do the same when talking about some
phenomenon – your own experience or lack of it, or if talking generally, it can be someone else’s experience or a tradition’s view,
prefaced with something like “One teacher I know...” or “Some people report ...” or “The experience of X is one often
discussed within some schools of Buddhism” etc.
At the CEC we like to feel like this is an exploration we do together – there’s a democratic feel – but it’s also true that some
people have more experience than others, and can provide helpful orientation and / or context. Be on the lookout for dogmatic
Type-A bandwidth-hogging mansplaining know-it-alls (including yourself!)
Talking about How it works – the dynamics of consciousness, the attentional skills, purification, insight etc. Ok this is serious
high-level nerdery, and separates the truly experienced teachers from the newbies. Spiritual and meditation practices are
mysterious, but they also follow particular dynamics that can be spoken about and, to a degree, understood. They build up
particular attentional muscle groups, and feature often quite predictable “purifications” and other kinds of insights and
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experiences. This is all fair game to talk about – mostly afterwards, in the debrief – although it’s important here to not set any of
this up as stuff that is supposed to happen. That can lead to a lot of comparing and dissatisfaction among practitioners. That’s
actually why smart traditions don’t talk much about this stuff in public – better to do it one-on-one, where it can be couched in
the proper caveats. Or it’s not spoken about at all, that way you never get a chance to build up any interfering ideals. Too late
for that in the Internet Age ...
Optional Interactive Practices. This is a part of what the CEC does that’s unique: after the main sit and a break, we meet as a
group and explore playful small group / partner interactive practices that hopefully highlight something about what we’ve just
explored in the sit, only in a new and social way. For example, if the meditation practice is about clearing the thinking space
through a ‘Don’t know’ sitting practice, the interactive might be an authentic movement (move without thinking) practice. Or if
the meditation is a concentration practice, the interactive might be a mindful colouring practice. If the meditation is focused on
sounds, we might do a mindful music listening practice. If the meditation is about inner vision, the interactive practice might
feature a brutally self-conscious round of soulful eye gazing (terrifying, we know!). For these we emphasize the exploratory
piece, as opposed to the “group therapy” piece, which it can sometimes feel like.
These kind of activities are an excellent way of exploring how practice can infuse all aspects of life: creative expression, social
interaction, self-reflection, group discussions, you name it.
Try to be light; let people know that this is about fun and exploration. “We’re just experimenting here – let’s see what happens,
it could be a disaster.” Be as clear as you can about instructions. Review your ideas with another guide or friend ahead of time.
Be mindful of shy folks – give them an out if they’d rather be spectators than joiners.
Keep a record of the interactive practices you lead, and share them with us if they go well! We’re trying to create an archive that
groups can tap into.
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Final Group Share. This is about giving everyone a final opportunity to share their experience and feel like they’re part of
building a creative explorer curriculum. “So how did that go?” “What did you notice?” “What surprised you?” “Where were
there resistances?” “Did that work for you – or not?” “How could we have done it better?” Don't feel you need to talk much –
it's not really about you here. People can comment and you can just let the comment sit in silence. Eventually someone will raise
their hand or comment. It’s important not to rush this part – let the room find its pace. The more patient you are the better these
sessions go.
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
Openness to Feedback. One thing we’ve found that has served us well as guides is openness to feedback. After guiding a sit,
ask the others for constructive thoughts and observations, that way you can continually learn and refine.
Fostering a Safe, Inclusive Community. In order to support all participants and foster a safer, more inclusive environment, it’s
also important to open to feedback on a community level. Think about how to create clear channels and processes for people to
address grievances within your community. This can include responding to language or behaviour that’s harmful or
discriminatory towards members of the community and beyond, whether it’s about race, gender, class, ethnicity, religion, sexual
orientation, ability, age, or any other aspect of identity. At the CEC, we try to foster an awareness that our interactions with each
other are shaped by the biases and inequalities within our society. There is so much more to say here!
Teach your Joy. Meditation principles can be expanded into any area of life. What do you love to do? What activity are you
doing in your life when you feel most present and connected and alive? Writing, singing, songwriting, surfing, photography,
conversation, nature walks, mushroom hunting, cooking, stargazing, whatever. These can all be guided practices. Get creative.
What could it look like to teach some other activity you like as a meditation? Seriously – could you teach a class in it? Why not?
When we line up the thing we love with both giving back we find a real sweet spot.

“The place God calls you to is the place where your deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.”
― Frederick Buechner
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Guiding is a Privilege. The poignancy of coming into the present with people, the intimacy and connectivity and vulnerability.
When you guide, you get as much as you give. The healing goes both ways; you start to know this, to feel it. The teacher is
never ready and the learning never ends. The journey of guiding, like the journey of practice, is the journey of life.
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If you found these resources useful, please consider giving a one-time donation to the CEC or becoming a
monthly supporter via Patreon. The Consciousness Explorers Club is a registered not-for-profit organization
working to support personal growth and social transformation: in Toronto with weekly meditation sits, creative
social practices and periodic retreats, and online with original articles and guided audio meditations, and these
resources you are reading right now. We try to do this with playfulness and humility and a broad pluralistic
outlook, respecting contemplative traditions but not being bound by them. We are always inspired by the idea
that the whole community is the teacher, that we all have our own rich human perspectives and experience to
explore and share. Your help to keep the CEC running smoothly and to expand our offerings and reach more
people is very much appreciated!
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APPENDIX - SCRIPTS
There aren’t actually rigidly distinct categories of meditations styles. We say concentration, mindfulness, loving-kindness, doing
nothing, etc – but really they’re all mashed up. A lot of the same overlapping skills are being trained, it’s more about the
emphasis in each technique, and sometimes it’s about the object and the particular form.
Anyway, here are four example scripts from the CEC coffers. They are inevitably infused with our particular style and
assumptions. Feel free to just use the scaffolding and ditch the rest. Or ditch all of it! But hopefully they can be a place to start if
you’re unsure.
Also Jeff has a bunch of meditations written out in his Meditation for Fidgety Skeptics book, that have actually been vetted for
coherence and grammar, ha!
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Basic Concentration
Erin’s note: This is designed to aid people in finding an object of concentration that works for them. The breath is a great
starting point for many, but is challenging for some. Concentration can be built by focusing on sounds, sights, an internal
mantra, or any physical or even emotional sensations.
(bell)
Get in a comfortable upright position, straighten your spine, feel your seat on the chair, your feet on the ground. You can close
your eyes if you like, or leave them half open, soften your focus and stare and a spot on the floor. Check in for a moment on how
you’re doing right now - do you have any thoughts or feelings dominating your experience? are you holding tension anywhere?
are you tense, relaxed, tired, happy excited...?
Now begin to notice the feeling of your breath, starting in the diaphragm, rising through the chest up in to your nose and back
again through the exhale. Pour your attention into the minutia of the experience of breathing, each aspect of breathing, the
inhale, the pause right after, the exhale and the longer pause at the end of each breath cycle.
Each time you find yourself distracted by a thought or a sound or another feeling in the body, gently guide your attention back
to the breath. That act of noticing your attention has wandered and bringing it back is the practice. You’re doing it right.
The breath is often a go-to concentration object for meditation, because it’s always there and easy to track. But for some, it a bit
anxiety inducing, stirs up difficult emotions. So if that’s the case for you, there are many other places to put your attention
instead. You could try to focus on the feeling of your seat on the chair or on the ambient sounds in the room or the feeling of
warmth in your hands. The important thing is to choose something to focus on, try to hold your attention on that thing, and
keep bringing it back when your mind gets called elsewhere.
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Good, we’ll do this for a few minutes longer. Holding your attention on the breath, or your seat, or the sounds of the room or
your hands. Other thoughts, feelings, physical sensations, sights or sounds will enter your experience and you don’t have to
push them away, you can let them be in the background but your effort is to keep your attention focused on that act of
breathing, or sitting, or listening.
(bell)

Mindfulness of Inner Tension
Jeff Note: This meditation is based on a piece I wrote called The Battle to Win Ourselves. There are lots of ways to guide a
mindfulness practice, and lots of things a mindfulness practice can pay attention to. This one is about noticing inner struggle.
It’s a longish practice – 40 or so minutes. When I actually led it I only said about half of what’s here. That often happens. You
realize a lot of what you’ve prepared ahead of time isn’t appropriate to the actual dynamics of the room in the moment. I
almost always write too much verbiage.
(BELL)
OK, now with a straight back, your head held erect on your neck. Allow the shoulders to fully relax. Place your hands on your
knees.
Allow the body to be still. Open through the belly and front, letting all the sounds and feelings be there. Not uptight about
anything.
To get us started, choose an anchor. Deliberately choose somewhere to place your attention and then commit. It could be
some part of the breath, or your warm hands, or the feeling in your heart. It could be a point in the center of your belly – the
“hara” they call it in Zen. Or it could be sound.
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Choose whatever sensation is most appealing to you. This is about concentration and simplicity, about letting yourself enjoy
only having this one thing to do. It’s a break from endless multitasking. Just breathe, or feel, or listen. Remember the judgment
that a sensation is boring or unappealing is just that. What does it feel like below that judgement?
That’s the main meditation. We’ll connect to our other theme in a bit. For now: dedicate your attention to a particular direction,
and when the mind wanders, gently and good-naturedly bring it back, like a puppy on a leash.
(pause)
OK. Staying with your sensation or sound. Mind wanders bring it back.
Notice if you are wondering if you are doing it right. All you have to do is feel the sensation as best you can. Not exotic, just
being with the breath or whatever. Not needing some special effect to happen, to looking for something more interesting. If you
find yourself torn about anything just notice that, and then go back to the meditation.
If the sensation is getting more subtle, then get more still so you can notice the subtler aspect of it. You can even hold your
attention on a space that no longer has any sensation. Concentration is holding the direction. So keep going, follow the
sensation into the subtlest part of itself.
(pause)
OK cool. So maybe you are nice and concentrated on your sensation. If that’s the case, great, feel free to ignore me.
Or it’s possible that what’s really happening is you’re in some very subtle battle with yourself – you are struggling with
something. With agitation, or sleepiness, or planning, or boredom, or some judgment about how this meditation is supposed to
be going. Some subtle tension or gripping or contraction in your experience.
Can you notice if that is happening and then accept it, even be curious about it? Where is this resistance or struggle happening
in your experience? Where is the tension, and can you make that the object of your curiosity for a few moments? Tracing out the
contours of your struggle, curious, even humorous ...
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The part that notices the battle isn’t in the battle. Every time you notice, you refresh, at least a bit. You get a little bit more free,
beginning again in a new moment. This understanding is the real training here. Notice, welcome, and then you go back again to
the sensation, doing the best you can.
(pause)
Stay with your anchor as best as you can, but also notice anything else that may be bugging you. Welcome these subtle or
strong annoyances. Welcome them to the party! No need to fight. What if you just decided that everything in your experience
was your friend? Then you'd be free, because nothing is limiting you anymore.
It’s the ultimate inner king-fu move and what we are really training. Concentration is good, but this welcoming vibe is the real
pay-dirt. From this wider perspective, the battle you once waged is just more sensations.
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Do Nothing
Erin note: Do Nothing is one of my favourite techniques to work with. As the name suggests, it involves little to no effort. So
much of our lives are spent trying, striving- working effortfully towards a certain outcome. and many meditation practices have
that quality as well - making conscious efforts to build concentration or clarity. This technique can serve as a counterbalance to
that effort, a brief reprieve from all that trying so hard. It can be very liberating. It can also be very frustrating. See what comes
up for you!
(Bell)
Before we drop into the nothing, We’re going to start by doing something intentional for the first few minutes, so we can
experience the contrast. Close you eyes, check in with yourself. Take a full body scan of where you’re at. What from your day are
your carrying to the cushion? Are you holding pain or tension anywhere? Is your mind busy, quiet, looping? Are there emotions
at play inside, taking up space in your heart or gut or face? Are there images screening in your internal theatre? Are you aware
of the room, the sound, the people are around you? Spend the next few minutes getting as clear a snapshot as possible of your
current state of being.
Ok great. Now drop it. Let go of trying, of seeking understanding. Just be. Just sit. Let sensory experience rise and fall at its
own pace. Thoughts, feelings, sounds, sensations will all come and go. You can be aware of them without controlling them.
Whenever you become aware of an intention of control your attention, you drop that intention and continue to let your
experience happen. Some people look at it like instead of meditating, you are being meditated.
Stay with it. If you notice you’re judging your experience, drop the judgement. If you notice you’re attempting to engage or
prolong experience, drop that effort. Do less. How little can you do?
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Sometimes this technique is referred to as “call off the search”, intimating that whatever you’ve been looking for, it’s already
there. Maybe stop trying so hard and you might catch a glimpse.
Good. Keep at it. It might feel confusing or uncomfortable or not much like meditating at all. Your thinking mind might be
acting up big time, jumping all over the place. That’s all ok. Let it be what it is. Let nothing happen.

The Reasonableness of Loving Kindness
Jeff Note: This Loving Kindness meditation is based on a classic Buddhist “Metta” practice. I probably cribbed it from Sharon
Salzberg.
OK we’re going to finish with a loving kindness practice.
Bring to mind the image or thought of someone who’s easy to like – a child, an animal, a friend. A bunch of images may come
up – choose one. Imagine them right next to you. Maybe put a smile on your lips. This is about exploring the feeling of
wanting the best for someone. It is not about sentimentality – the translation of “metta” is benevolence. It is very reasonable, it
is more about basic goodwill. Try to express your good will now. Visualize that person and repeat a few phrases that feel
appropriate to you. Your phrases could be:
May you be safe. (pause)
May you be strong. (pause)
May you be happy. (pause)
Or you may choose other adjectives. As you repeat your phrases, keep refreshing your intention to wish this person well.
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Now bring to mind the image or thought of someone you don’t know very well. Maybe it’s someone in this room with whom
you’ve never really spoken. Maybe it’s someone at work, or the barista who serves you your morning coffee. It can be anyone.
Again, as you visualize the person and repeat your phrases, notice what you feel.
May you be safe. (pause)
May you be strong. (pause)
May you be happy. (pause)
Note any feelings that may be there in your body – any upwelling or tingling. Or maybe this is causing a different response –
tension, or sadness or reactivity. No problem. Feel and accept all of it.
Now try an image or thought of someone you find difficult – challenging. This is the real work here. This person whom you find
difficult, but who, after all, is fighting their own battle – has their fears and problems and confusions. Visualize this person now,
and see if you can connect to a sense of wanting the best for them.
May you be safe. (pause)
May you be strong-ish. (pause)
May you be happy. (pause)
Now do yourself, still as a statue in the dim light. All your distractions and sensations, the whole feelings thinking you. The
collective of you. See if you can cultivate a sense of well-meaning-ness to this person with her or his rich history and experience.
Repeat this message silently:
May you be safe. (pause)
May you be strong. (pause)
May you be happy. (pause)
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Finally, imagine sending out your benevolent vibes to the whole world, including everyone in this room. All of them people just
like you, people who want to live in safety and peace and contentment.
May you be safe. (pause)
May you be strong. (pause)
May you be happy. (pause)
May all of us be this way.
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